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THE WORLD OF MUSIC
In writing this section no special knowledge on the part of the reader is assumed it is for those who
want to know about the history of music how different styles evolved and how one composer influenced
another It is a background to music as the science section is a "background to science and just as
the latter cannot show the reader the colours of the spectrum but only tell of Newton s experiments
and of the relationship between colour and wavelength so hi this section we can only describe man a
achievements in the world of sound But knowing something about a composer Ms work and when
he lived can help to bring fuller understanding and enjoyment when listening to his music
The section is m three parts
I Historical Narrative and Discussion
n Glossary ol Musical Terms
in Index to Composers
I   HISTORICAL NARRATIVE AND DISCUSSION
The history of music like that of any people or
art is not one of uninterrupted progress towards
some ideal perfection For five centuries or more
music m the West has achieved peaks of accom
phshment in one style or another before society
has dictated or composers have felt the need for
something new and different Thus Wagners
music drama Parsifal lasting five hours is not
necessarily a more rewarding work than what
Monteverdi achieved m Orfeo 250 years earlier
More complex yes more rewarding—well that is
for the listener to judge
We must keep this hi mind when considering the
development of music from a starting point of
say Gregorian chant down to the complicated
structures of a Schoenberg in our own day In this
development there is no true dividing hue between
one period and another nor must simplifying
terms such as classical or romantic be
taken too literally
The earliest history of Western music as •we
know it today is closely bound up with the Church
for music had to be provided fot services The
earliest Christian music was influenced by Greek
songs few of which unfortunately have survived
and by the music of synagogues where the art of
chanting originated The modal system of the
ancient Greeks was highly organised The earliest
Greek scale was from A to A and the four descend
me notes AGJ7E became the basis of their
musical theory and it is from them that Western
music learned to call notes after the letters of the
alphabet A scale can begin on any note and
always mcludes two semitones upon which much
of the character of a melody depends
The Greek modes were based on the white notes
only the Donan Phrygian Lydian and Mixoly
dian began respectively on E D C and B Their
character was thus decided by the position of the
semitones and they formed the basis often
corrupted of the mediaeval modes This system
was transmitted through Latin writers such as
Boethius and Cassiodorus and through Arabic
writers The eight Church modes were not
established until the 8th or 9th cent These
plagal modes as they are called started in each
case for technical reasons a fourth below the
authentic modes
By the end of the Oth cent Gregorian chant had
developed so far that some sort of permanent
record was required Newmes signs placed over
the Latin text were the earliest attempt at musical
notation Gradually lines came into use until a
four line stave was established probably in the
llth and 12th cent and with them clef signs
although the treble clef as we know it today did
not appear until the 13th cent
 And what is this music—plainchant—like? It
is an unaccompanied single hue of melody which
when we have become used to its antique
flavour Js heard to have a wide range of spiritual
and emotional expression not excluding word
painting The texts used came from the Liturgy
These beautiful extended lines of flowing flexible
melody can still be heiid on Sundays m Roman
Catholic cathedrals and churches
Polyphony is Born
The 10th cent saw the appearance of a book
called Mimca Enchinadis (whose authorship is
disputed) which introduced theories about unison
singing in which the melody is doubled at the
fourth or fifth Organum or dlaphony is used
to describe this method of writing a term which
confusingly could also be used for a kind of singing
where mehsmatic melody was heard over a drone
note on the organ Rules came into fashion de
fining which intervals were allowed and which
parts of the church services could be sung in more
than one part By the tune of Guido dArezzo
(c 990-1060) a Benedictine monk who helped
advance notation contrary motion was permitted
as the cadence was approached another technical
advance Gradually the voices Tjecame more and
more independent and the third so long con
sidered a discord came into use Perotln of
Notre Dame was the first composer to write for
three and four voices and he and his great pre
decessor Leonin were the great masters of early
polyphony The proximity and spikniess of
Perotln s harmony is almost modern sounding
and as with Gregorian chant once we have ad
Justed ourselves to the sound this music can be a
rewarding experience
Early Secular Music
In mediaeval Ifrance towards the end of the
llth cent there developed what has become
known as the age of the troubadours poet musl
clans They were the successors to the jongleurs
or jugglers and minstrels about whom we know
little as practically none of their music has sur
vived The troubadours hymned the beauty of
spring and of ladies Contemporary with them in
Germany were the Minnesingers Their songs
were mostly set in three modes Adam de la
Halle (d 1287) because so much of his music sur
•vives is perhaps the best known of the trouba
doors He was a notable composer of rondels
an early form of round of which the English
Simer is icumen m written by a monk of Beading
c 1226 is a fine example

